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Abstract. We have designed and constructeda novelminiatureoverconstrainedweak-linkmechanismthatwill .
allow positioning of two crystals with better than 50nrad angular resolution and nanometer linear driving
sensitivity.The precision and stability of this structureallow the user to align or adjustan assemblyof crystalsto
achievethe sameperformanceas does a singlechannel-cutcrysta~ so we call it an “artificialctiel-mt qstal.”

Unlikethe traditionalkinematic linearspringmechanisms,the overconstrainedweak%nkmechanismprovides
much higherstructurestifhess and stability.Usinga Iaminarstructurecofigured andmanufacturedby ehemieal
etching and lithographyteebniques, we are able to design and build a planar-shape,high stifhss, high precision
weak-linkmeebaniam.

In this paper, we present recent developmentsfor the overconstrainedweak-linkmechanism.Applicationsof
thisnew techniqueto synchrotronsradiationinstrumentationare also discussed.
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1. Introduction

The SRI-CAT 3-ID beandine at the Advanced Photon Source (Al%) is dedicated to high-
energy-resolution x-ray scattering studies in the energy range of 6-30 keV [1]. A special 2.7-crn-
period undulator, optimized for peak brilliance is installed. For x-ray inelastic scattering
experiments, the beamline optical system includes a 4-crystal in-line high-resolution
monochromator using a nested channel-cut crystal geometry to deliver a x-ray beam with meV
bandpass [2,3].

There are design restrictions to the nested channel-cut geometry:
. The lack of availability of large crystals with good long-range crystallinity restricts the

size of the outer channel-cut crystal;
● The input beam power absorbed by the first optical surface on the outer channel-cut

crystaI can cause local temperature and strain variations in the crystaL
In certain high-energy-resolution applications, these effects become major restrictions to the

optical design.
Since 1998, to overcome these obstacles, we have been developing of a novel high-stiffiess

weak-link mechanism. The precision and stability of this mechanism should allow us to align or
adjust an assembly of crystals to achieve the same performance as does a single channel-cut
crystal, so we call it an “artificial channel-cut crystal.” Using this mechanism, we can make an
outer channel-cut crystal Iarge enough to optimize the nested monochromator’s performance and
compensate the crystal local temperature and strain variations.

In 1999, a high-stiffness weak-link mechanism with stacked thin metal sheets was developed
at the MS (shown in fig. 1)[4]. We have tested the first prototype artificial channel-cut crystal
using this new technique at the APS 3-ID-B experiment station. During the test, the artificial
channel-cut crystal performed as an outer crystal for a 4-crystal in-line high-resolution
monochromator with nested configuration as shown in fig. 2. A less than 25 nrad per hour
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angular driil of NVO crystals was demonstratedin a two hours stability test with a 1-meV
bandwidth monochromatic beam [5].

k this paper, we present recent developments in the overcotied we~-m mechanism.
Applications of this new technique to synchrotronsradiation instrumentation are also discussed.

2. Modular Weak-1ink Mechanism

Based on the experience we got designing, buikiing and testing the tit artificial charmel-
cut crystal, we have designed a second proto~e. In this new version, two sets of modularly
designed overconstrained weak-link mechanisms were used to provide more flexibility for the
optical design. .

Fig. 3 shows the new design of the artificial channel-cut cryst~. The structure consists of
three subassemblies: one base structure and WO crystal holders. The base structure includes a
compact sine-bar driving mechanism for the crystal pitch alignment, which is the key
component of the structure.

The novelty of thk new structure is combining the closed-loop-controlled piezoekctric
transducer (PZ~ technology with a modularly designed high-stiflhess weak-link mechanism.To
optimize the system st.iflhess, we have chosen overconatrained mechanisms in this design. The
precision of modern photochemical machining processes using lithography techniques makes it
possible to construct a straidiee (or strain-limited) overconstrained mechanism on the thin
metal sheets. ~ By stacking these thin-metal weak-link sheets with alignment-pins, we can
construct a solid complex weak-link structure for a reasonable cost.

3. Sensitivity and StabiIity Test

We have tested the sensitivity of the weak-link sine-bar structure with a laser Doppler
angular encoder with nanoradian sensitivity [8]. During the test a series of 5 sun incremental
steps is applied to the sine-bar by the PZT. The average angular step size measured by the laser
Doppler angular encoder is 33 nrad with a 7 nrad rms deviation, which meets the design
specification for the weak-link mechanism.

We have tested the second prototype artificial channel-cut crystal as an outer crystal for a 4-
crystal in-line high-resolution monochromator with nested configuration at the Al% 3-ID-B
experiment station. The outer crystals of the monochrornator are asymmetrically cut silicon (4 4
O), and the inner channel-cut crystal is silicon (15 11 3). This combination yields a bandpass of 1
meV at 21.6 keV. The monochrornator is tunable between 21.5 -21.7 keV. Fig. 4 shows a sixty-
minute intensity stability test result with an lmeV bandwidth monochromatic beam. The change
in transmitted intensity reflects the change in beam position, thermal changes, and crystal angle
variations combined. At this point we have not isolated the contribution of the artificial channel-
cut crystal assembly alone.

4. Discussion

We have built a compact positioning mechanism with better than 50nrad angular resolution
and stability for a high-resolution hard x-ray monochromator at the MS. The new modul~ly
designed high-stiffiess weak-link mechanism provides more flexibility for the optical design.
Compared with the first prototype, the new structure has a more compact size and is lighter as
can be seen from the dimensions given in table 1.

We hope that the successful application of this new technique to an artificial channel-cut
crystal assembly for inelastic x-ray scattering studies will be followed by other innovative



applications.Combining this new high-stifiess weak-link mechanismwith a laser Doppler
encoder for a closed-loop feedback control [8], we were able to design a linew actitor with
near-Angstromresolution and 50 mm travelrange,which will be usefil for otk Synchrotrons
radiationinstrumentationandindustrialapplications.
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Figure Captions:

Fig. 1. Photographof the overconstrainedweak-link mechanismfor an artificial channel-cut
crystal. TM “integral” version combines the linear motion and ro@y motion on the same
template.

Fig. 2. Schematic of a 4-mystal id.ine high-resolution monochromator with nested
configuration.

Fig. 3. The design of the artificial channel-cut crystaI with the modularly designed
overconstrainedweak-link mechanism.There are two sets of stacked thin-metalweak-link
modules used in the driving mechanism:one is a planar-shape&high-sti5ess, high-stability
weak-link mechanism acting as a plansr rotary shaft (l), and the other one is a weak-link
mechanismacting as a linear stageto supporta PZT translator. Both weak-hk mechanisms
have two modulesmounted on each side of thebase plate (2). A sine-bar(3) is instaki on the
centerof theplanarrotary shaft for thepitch alignmentbetweenthe two (44 O) single crystals
(4, 5). Two lineardrivers aremountedon thebaseplate seriallyto drivethe sine-bar.The rough
adjustmentis performed by a Picomotorw [6] (6) with a 20-30mn step size. A Physik
Instrumented [7] closed-loop controlledPZT (7) with strainsensorprovides lnm resolutionfor
the pitch fine alignment.A pair of commercialflexure bearing (8) is mounted on one of the
crystalholders (9), and a Picomotortmdrivenstructure(10) providesthe roll alignmentfor the
crystal.

Fig. 4. A sixty-minutestabilitytest result with a IMeV bandwidth monochromatic beam.
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TABLE (l). Design specifkatioms fora(44 O)artificial cbamd—mt Crystal
IutegdWxsion MOdlshrVexsion

MaximumOwraU Dimension 2161nmx212mmx92mm 180nunx175nlmx92mm
MainshdtDiaxmer 10mm 10mm
MaximumllticknessinNested Area 30mm 30mm
SingleCrystalSize 25mmx25nxnx50mm 25nunx25mmx50mm
NunlherofAllgllk AligDInentAxeS 2 2
AW@=MW=@kMm@t@ 5onrad 5omad
x~- Resolution(R(M) 600 mad 6oonriid
@@u ~X _ ~~h) Driftlessthan25 madperhour Drifilesstban25 nradperhour
-M@=@ - (R4 DriRlessthan loonl’adperhour Dritllesstllan loomadpe?hoar

0.6 degree 1.2 degree
2degrees 2degrees
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